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Benefits of SaaS
Historically healthcare providers have been required to buy, build and maintain their IT 
infrastructures despite exponentially increasing costs. Software as a Service (SaaS) gives providers 
an alternative. Now, using a HIPAA secure portal, providers can subscribe to services built on 
shared infrastructure. The SaaS model has flourished in recent years because it offers benefits  
to providers of all sizes and needs. 

Here’s Why:
Lower Cost to Implement
SaaS applications are subscription based. Having no license fees results in lower start-up costs and 
eliminates the need for continuous upgrades/updates via the capital budget cycle. And, software as 
a service as with QA Pilot can be billed as an operating expense. Let Standard Imaging manage your 
TG-142 IT infrastructure, eliminating software, hardware and maintenance costs and freeing up 
your staff and resources for your important clinical needs. 

Easy, Straightforward Access
The QA Pilot application is available from any computer or mobile device - anytime, anywhere. 
Using QA Pilot is as simple as opening an internet browser and logging into your account, 
allowing for higher adoption rates and a lower learning curve. 

Seamless Upgrades
Using the SaaS model, QA Pilot will manage all the updates and upgrades without requiring any 
patches or downloads to install. 

Vertical Integration
With the SaaS model, multitenant architectures (group of users sharing the same view on the 
software they use) can scale to meet customer demand. Standard Imaging provides customization 
capabilities to meet specific clinical needs. Using the provided API’s QA devices and QA results can 
be integrated into QA Pilot. 

Secure
Data is securely stored, double encrypted and password protected on Amazon® servers, meeting 
all HIPAA and EU compliance standards.


